Updates to *GMAT Official Guide 2020* (9781119576068)

Thank you for purchasing the *GMAT Official Guide 2020*. Text updates are in **blue** and deleted text is struck through. In some cases, additional text, before and/or after the change, may be included to clarify the context or specific location.

**Page 164: Chapter 5 Question # 115**

115. The cost $C$, in dollars, to remove $p$ percent of a certain pollutant from a pond is estimated by using the formula

$$C = \frac{100,000p}{100 - p}.$$  

According to this estimate, how much more would it cost to remove 90 percent of the 

**Correct Answer**

115. The cost $C$, in dollars, to remove $p$ percent of a certain pollutant from a pond is estimated by using the formula

$$C = \frac{100,000p}{100 - p}.$$  

According to this estimate, how much more would it cost to remove 90 percent of the 

**Page 254: Chapter 5 Question # 209 Answer Explanation**

209. If $m^{-1/3}$ then $m^{-2}$ is equal to 

**Correct Answer**

209. If $m^{-1/3}$ then $m^{-2}$ is equal to 

**Pages 963-964: Chapter 12 Question Index, Question #391**

Page 963

Order: 394

**Correct Answer**

Page 964

Order: 391, 400